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GINOP 5.3.3-15 Project
2016-2019
EU-funded (ESF)

ADR is in the framework of JOGPONT: a free legal assistance service to every
Hungarian citizen in the world of work (labour law, company law, social security
law, tax law)
Future: GINOP-5.3.3-18 (+ 3 years, till Dec 2021)
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Goals of the Service
(GINOP 5.3.3-15 Project)

 to improve the functioning of collective labour relations in Hungary
 to help the parties to conclude mutually beneficial agreements
 to support the parties’ communication
 to prevent labour disputes

 to resolve labour disputes
Countrywide, unified, professionally independent support system for the resolution of collective

labour disputes
Only interest-disputes (in a broad sense), but no legal advice! - But the related legislation, professional
facts can be exposed…
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Consortium Partners
THE 6 CONVERGENCE REGIONS operated by



National Confederation of Workers' Councils (Munkástanácsok Országos Szövetsége)



Trade Union Organization of Intellectuals (Értelmiségi Szakszervezeti Tömörülés)



Hungarian Industrial Association (Magyar Iparszövetség OKISZ)



Hungarian Association of Craftmen’s Corporation (Ipartestületek Országos Szövetsége IPOSZ)



Hungarian National Federation of Consumer Co-operative Societies and Trade Associations –
ÁFEOSZ-COOP Federation (Általános Fogyasztási Szövetkezetek és Kereskedelmi Társaságok
Országos Szövetsége ÁFEOSZ-COOP)



National Association of Traders and Caterers (Kereskedők és Vendéglátók Országos
Érdekképviseleti Szövetsége KISOSZ)

THE CENTRAL HUNGARY REGION of the Service is operated by the Ministry for National Economy
(Ministry of Finance).
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Legal base
 Government Decree No. 320/2014. (XII. 13.)
 By-law (‘Code’) of the Service
 Problem:



not in the Labour Code!
not a legal person!
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Structure
 6 + 1 regions
 1 regional coordinator per region (in cooperation with Labour Law Departments of
Law Faculties)
 1 country-wide professional coordinator
 6 labour lawyers per region (members of the service) - mainly recruited from

universities’ labour law departments
 + open list of other experts, mediators etc.
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Services
 consultancy / advisory
 conciliation
 mediation
 coordination
 arbitration
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Main principles of the Service
 Free Of Charge

 Independent
 Professional
 Voluntary
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Possible ‘clients’
 employers

 employers' interest representation organizations
 works councils (including EWCs, public service etc.)
 unions
 unions’ alliance

Both in the private and public sector!
NO: ad hoc coalition of workers (debated)
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Contact
http://jogpontok.hu

Initiation of the procedure with an online app
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Activities of the Service
MTVSZ aims to promote collective bargaining and peaceful industrial relations and it also aims to
function as a prominent “think-tank” in collective bargaining and in collective labour law
(capacity-building etc. )


Conferences…



Cooperations , networking… (e. g. FES, ÉTOSZ, universities, unions’ confederations)



Training materials, book- series (in cooperation with HVG Orac, one of the most prominent
professional publishing house in Hungary) …24 small books
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Context : weak CB in Hungary
The Labour Code has liberalized bargaining processes and has given a wide open space for collective bargaining (see: absolute
dispositivity as a main rule), BUT…..



an overall de-motivating, unsympathetic climate towards collective bargaining, increasing statism and governmental
unilateralism



erosion of tripartite dialogue since 2010



limited capacities of trade unions



fragmented, decentralized, weakly coordinated, predominantly single-employer bargaining



results of the activities of ÁPBs (sectoral bargaining) have always been rather poor; ÁPBs are currently under political and
financial pressure



non-transparent and rather ad hoc governmental support programs for social partners



very strict and dysfunctional (+outdated) strike law (especially in essential services)



institutional promotion of collective bargaining is rather inadequate



the generally flexible, employer-friendly nature of labour law offers not much motivation for employers to bargain
collectively
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Context : weak CB in Hungary
The European Committee of Social Rights concluded that the situation in
Hungary is not in conformity with Article 6§2 of the European Social Charter on
the ground that “no promoting measures have been taken in order to facilitate
and encourage the conclusion of collective agreements”, even though the
coverage of workers by collective agreements is manifestly low.
◦ European Committee of Social Rights, Conclusions 2014 (HUNGARY) Articles 2, 5, 6, 21 and 22 of the Revised Charter, January 2015,
18.

The ILO has also criticised the Code for – among others - insufficient promotion
of collective bargaining and peaceful industrial relations.
◦ ILO, Memorandum of Technical Comments on Hungary’s draft Labour Code, 8 November 201. The Memorandum criticised several
provisions on both collective and individual rights which run counter to Hungary’s obligations under various ILO Conventions.
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Context : sketchy regulation of collective
disputes in the LC
Chapter XXIV, three brief paragraphs

Legal policy: ‘In the regulation of labour disputes, the LC seeks to increase the parties’
autonomy and significantly reduces any legislative intervention by merely attempting to
determine provisions that serve as guarantees’
ad hoc or standing reconciliation committee: the employer and the works council or the trade
union may set up a conciliation committee to resolve their disputes. The works agreement or
the collective agreement may contain provisions for a standing committee as well.
no explicit mention of mediation

only two issues are designated for obligatory arbitration, but voluntary arbitration is also
possible in justified cases
MTVSZ might take part in such conciliation committees (but no mention in the LC)
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The past: Labour Mediation and Arbitration Service
(Munkaügyi Közvetítői és Döntőbírói Szolgálat, MKDSZ)
1996-2015
Branch of the Ministry
To promote collective bargaining in general, and an effective and quick resolution of
industrial disputes of interests.
About 400 cases, cca. 100 mediation (Kovács)
Largely ‘invisible’!?

MTVSZ is not a formal successor of MKDSZ, but a new Service…
Involvement of past MKDSZ experts in the activities of MTVSZ…
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The past: Labour Mediation and Arbitration Service (MKDSZ) – Statistics
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Why MTVSZ (instead of MKDSZ)?
Modernized (web-based)

More flexible (all interest-related disputes)
Decentralized (regional)!
More labour law oriented!

More consultancy-oriented!
Less state-based, more embedded in social partnership (in principle)
‘Outsourced’ from public administration
Other (political etc.) logic?
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Statistics of MTVSZ (Nov. 2016-April 2019)
139 cases in total

Mostly consultancy (121)
13 mediation
4 conciliation

1 arbitration
Initiated by:
◦ Employers’ side: 73
◦ Unions: 63
◦ WCs: 3

Variety of issues (mostly concerning collective bargaining)
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PROs and CONs
PROS

CONS

 flexibility, autonomy

non-predictable future (project-based logic)

 emphasis on social partnership

earmarked funding

labour law professionalism

no legal personality, no
bureaucratic administrative
background,
no
institutionalization

links to academia (labour law departments)
local embededness

hazy coordination among the consortiumpartners, the 6+1 regions and with the
Ministry
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Debated, ‘hot’ issues
Why only labour lawyers?

What is the dividing line between interest- and legal disputes?
Why ‘outsourced’ from public administration?
Why limiting the circle of potential clients? (what about: ‘ad hoc’ coalition of workers?)

Why only ‘some’ social partners as consortium-partners?
Why strike (and the issue of ‘essential services’) is a taboo?
How to cope with the skepticism of employers, lawyers, the judiciary etc.?

Why ADR is not at all popular?
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Some challenges for the future
Increasing the visibility of the Service?

More legal (and non-legal) ‘deflector’ mechanisms are needed to ‘bring in’ the disputes (e. g.
obligatory arbitration)?
What about legal and / or individual disputes?

Legal status of the Service?

The future of MTVSZ equals to the future of ADR in Hungary!
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Thank you for your attention!
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